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Two Step Photography

Common Images and Common 
Problems

Photo Editing Tools

Example Images
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The Goal

To produce great photos!
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What makes a photo great?
 It has a single story, and all the Where your 

eye goes makes sense for the subject and 
composition.

 It has a good balance… it feels right.

 It’s interesting: your eye wants to wander all 
over it.

elements of the photo support that story.
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How do you make a great photo?

 In general, producing a great photograph is a 
matter of thinking about the story of the 
photo, and how the viewer’s eye will explore 
that photo, then manipulating your position, 
your camera, your settings and even the 
time of day to maximum advantage.

Make the viewer’s eye go where you want it 
to go.
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Most Importantly…

You must slow down, and 
think while shooting!
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Most Importantly…

Don’t just capture.

Create!
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Two Steps for Great Photographs

1. What’s my story?

2. What is the best way to tell it?
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1. Creating/Discovering a Story
 There are infinite stories to tell, and 

images to capture
 Observe carefully, then shoot carefully
 Photographic stories can be as simple 

as an interplay of colour, or a pattern, 
or something more complex, like a 
person in their environment.
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What is the story of your photo?
Ask yourself these questions:

Why are you taking the picture?

What are you trying to capture?

What is the story you are trying to tell?

Does your current view support that?

Could it be improved?

Don’t capture the objects, capture the story!
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1. Creating/Discovering a Story

2. Telling Your Story Well

 Control the eye

 Capture the moment

 Edit for improvement
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Controlling the Eye

A. Composition – how the contents are laid 
out

B. Aperture and focus – what’s sharp, what’s 
blurry

C. Brightness and Exposure – what’s bright 
or dark
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Composition
 Good composition is about creating a balance 

within your image.
 Pay attention to how the image feels to you.
 Where is your eye drawn to? Does it stay stuck 

there, or does it move around?
 Watch for distracting elements that don’t support 

your story. Photography is about selection of 
elements – what to include!

 Basic design elements have a big impact.
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Basic Design Elements

 Lines – can lead the eye into and around the frame, 
or can provide barriers to slow the eye down
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Basic Design Elements

 Shapes and forms – can pull the eye and create 
interest, balance and depth.

 Faces are very powerful at pulling the eye.
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Basic Design Elements

 Values and colours – can create contrast and drama, 
and can attract the eye.

 We tend to be drawn to areas of high contrast. 
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Basic Design Elements

Texture and pattern – can 
add interest, especially in 
monochrome images
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Basic Design Elements

 In general, faces, bright areas, high contrast 
areas, and detailed areas are all like little 
magnets in your photo. You want the 
“magnets” to interact in a way that makes 
sense for your story and that feels balanced.

Pay attention to how your eye moves as you 
look at the next photos!
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Composition

Rule of Thirds
 It’s often best to put your key elements on 

or near the 1/3 lines of your shot. 

This creates an 
imbalance that 
forces the 
viewer to 
explore the 
picture.
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Composition

 Rule of Odds

 It’s often best to have an odd number of interest 
points in a photo. 

 It gives the eye more to explore, and keeps it 
moving around the frame.

 It just seems to feel better.
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Controlling the Eye

A. Composition – how the contents are laid 
out

B. Aperture and focus – what’s sharp, what’s 
blurry

C. Brightness and Exposure – what’s bright 
or dark
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Aperture (f/stop)
 The f/stop or aperture setting opens and closes an iris 

in your camera. The bigger the f/number, the smaller 
the hole created for light to go through.

 Controls depth of field.

 With every shot, there is a slice of the world, parallel 
to the front of the lens, that is in focus. If an object is 
outside that slice, it will be blurry. The further away 
from the slice, the blurrier.
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Aperture (f/stop)
 This area of focus can be as thin as a razor blade, or it 

can be immeasurably deep.

 Shallow area of focus = shallow depth of field.

 Deep area of focus = deep depth of field.

 How to remember: Bigger f/number means more 
things in focus (thicker slice).
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f/1.4 - Shallow depth of field
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f/16 – Deep depth of field
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Aperture (f/stop)
 Controlling blur gives us another way to manipulate 

where the viewer looks.

 It can be used to blur out busy backgrounds and 
isolate a point of interest in the photo.

 It also allows us to create a sense of depth.

 People will look away from blurry areas of a photo.
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Aperture
 How to use: Aperture priority mode on your camera. 

Raise that f/stop number when you need to ensure a 
deep depth of field. Lower it when you want to blur 
out the background and isolate an object / person. 
Adjust your ISO as needed to get a good shutter 
speed, then use the screen to check the results.

 Be careful because the lower the f/number, the 
easier it will be to miss the focus.

 Warning! Extremely high f/stops (e.g f/32) can slightly 
blur the whole shot (diffraction).
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Aperture

 Experiment and practice until you get a feel for 
what aperture to use in common situations!

Aperture control is also very valuable to hit the 
“sweet spot” of your lens (usually around f/8).
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Focus
 If shooting people or animals, the eyes (or at least the 

closest eye) should always be in focus (unless you’re 
purposefully telling a different story).

 Using a deeper aperture setting buys you more 
forgiveness (e.g. f/5.6 instead of f/2.8). 

 For still life, manual focus and use a tripod.

 Live View can be very valuable for fine manual 
focusing.

 Blurry images often can’t be fixed, so be extra careful 
if shooting with a low f/stop.
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Focus
 If your camera has multiple focus points, it can be 

valuable to set it to use just one of them (usually the 
center one). Put the focus point on what you want to 
focus, trigger autofocus, then reframe the shot.

 Reframing will not work with very shallow depth of 
field (e.g. f1.8)! In this case, compose, set the focus 
point, shoot
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Controlling the Eye

A. Composition – how the contents are laid 
out

B. Aperture and focus – what’s sharp, what’s 
blurry

C. Brightness and Exposure – what’s bright 
or dark
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Brightness

Bright areas, or areas of high contrast attract 
the eye.

Unfortunately, bright and dark areas can also 
be very good at fooling the camera into under-
exposing or over-exposing the image.
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Watch for distracting 
elements in the frame.

 Eyes will go to the 
bright, high contrast 
spots, whether or not 
that makes sense for 
the image.

Pay attention while 
shooting!

Brightness
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Exposure

 Your camera assumes the world is middle gray, 
and does the best it can to expose properly 
based on this assumption.

Problem: The world isn’t always middle gray!

Cameras take their best guess at exposure, but 
they can be easily fooled by bright or dark 
settings, objects, clothing, etc.
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Exposure
How you saw the forest How the camera shot the forest
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Exposure

How do you correct for this?

 Recognize when it will happen: Watch for 
bright or dark elements in the photo 
(clouds, snow, sand, clothing, etc.)

 Decide how to handle it.
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Exposure

Option 1:

 Force the camera to under/over-expose to 
get the look you want
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Exposure
How you saw the forest How the camera shot the forest
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Exposure

Shooting in a bright setting (snow)?

 Over-expose a little, but watch for big 
blinkies

 It can be fine to have small burnouts on the 
highlights

 Avoid large burnouts or burnout in 
important areas (e.g. faces)
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Exposure

Shooting in a dark setting?

 Under-expose if you want to produce an 
image that looks like what you saw.

 This can make it easier to avoid motion blur 
(faster shutter speed), but can make the 
image more noisy.

 Check your manual on how to override your 
camera’s exposure setting.
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Exposure
 What if your camera won’t let you over/under 

expose?

 If it’s an unnecessary element that’s messing up 
the shot, consider changing your location, 
composition. For example, if a bright patch of 
sky is causing your image of a person to be 
underexposed, move around to eliminate it!

 Expose for the highlights, possibly losing 
shadow detail, then recover what you can on 
your computer later using software.
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Exposure

Option 2:

 Use the histogram as a guide to help you 
catch all the data you can, then create the 
look you want later in software.
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Exposure

The histogram is really a bar chart of all your pixels in your image. The 

leftmost bar holds all the pure black pixels, and the rightmost bar holds all the 

pure white pixels. All the other shades and colours are in between the two 

extremes.
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Exposure
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Exposure
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Exposure
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Exposure
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Exposure
 What if your dynamic range is being exceeded?

 Camera sensors can capture more data than a JPEG file can 
hold.

 Save this extra data by shooting RAW files, instead of JPEG 
files.

 If it’s blue sky that’s overexposing the shot, and you have an 
SLR, try using a filter to darken it (e.g. polarizer).

 Create a high dynamic range photo (HDR) from multiple 
shots with different exposures, or a single RAW file.
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Shooting RAW (not IN the raw!)

Most SLRs allow you to save images as RAW 
files instead of JPEG.

When you save as RAW, you save all the data 
that your sensor captured.
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Shooting RAW (not IN the raw!)
 When saving as a JPEG, your camera is looking for ways to save 

file space, so lots of colors that are very similar to each other 
are replaced with a single colour.

 If you didn’t blow out your highlights, but there are lots of 
colors very close to white, your camera will just replace them 
all with white, and blow out your highlights for you. (Thanks 
JPEG!)
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Shooting RAW
 Shooting RAW means no data is lost, so you effectively widen 

the dynamic range of your camera by not replacing near-white 
with white, and near-black with black.

 Another advantage – all those other settings, like white 
balance, sharpness, colour modes, etc, can be ignored, as 
these can be applied to the RAW on your computer using your 
RAW processing software.
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Shooting RAW
 One disadvantage: RAW files are much larger than JPEG, so 

you get less pictures per memory card.

 Bigger files take longer to write, so they may limit the 
maximum burst speed of your camera.

 You will have to convert RAW to JPEG as part of your post 
production workflow.
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Controlling the Eye

A. Composition – how the contents are laid 
out

B. Aperture and focus – what’s sharp, what’s 
blurry

C. Brightness and Exposure – what’s bright 
or dark
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1. Creating/Discovering a Story
2. Telling Your Story Well

 Control the eye

 Capture the moment

 Edit for improvement
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Capturing “the Moment”

Unless you’re shooting still life, including a 
key moment in a shot can take your story to 
a whole new level!

Be aware of your changing situation, try to 
predict what will happen next, and what 
photographic opportunity it will present.
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Capture the Moment

Pay attention to any action happening in your 
setting.

 If it supports your story, look for opportunities 
to bring that action into your image.

 Fire off frames and work to capture the perfect 
moment in your image.
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1. Creating/Discovering a Story
2. Telling Your Story Well

 Control the eye

 Capture the moment

 Edit for improvement
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Software for Photography

Monitor Calibration

RAW file conversion

 Editing software

 Specialized software
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Software – The Basics
 Monitor Calibration

 Without a calibrated monitor, you have no clue how bright 
or dark your picture is, you have no clue if your colours are 
correct… you’re just hoping you’re not far off.

 Monitors do not come calibrated. With a new PC I once 
purchased the screen was noticeably green compared to 
how it appears when calibrated.

 A monitor calibrator is a sensor you place on your computer 
screen to record the colours it shows. It then creates a 
custom colour profile, to solve your display’s inaccuracies.
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Software – The Basics
 Monitor Calibration

 At a minimum, calibrate using a calibration web site, but 
this won’t solve colour-shift issues.

 Better yet, buy a tool ($50 - $700 packages):

 Pantone Huey ($50)

 X-Rite Colormunki ($100) 

 Datacolor Spyder ($180 - $700 depending on options)
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Software – The Basics
 RAW conversion software

 Canon Digital Photo Professional (for Canon only).

 Nikon Capture NX-D (for Nikon RAW conversion).

 Adobe Lightroom / Photoshop.

 Most imaging software now supports RAW files directly, but 
there are advantages to using the software that came with 
your camera.
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Software – The Basics
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Editing Software
 Basic editing, colour fixing, lightening, darkening

 Adobe Lightroom ($230)

 Google NIK collection, free add-on to Adobe Lightroom

 Very powerful thanks to control point system.
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Lightroom
 Paint in an edit area, then apply your changes.

 Add gradients to darken parts of the image.

 Use cloning/healing to eliminate distractions.

 Perform overall exposure edits, colour edits.

 Cropping.
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Editing Software
 Google NIK Collection – FREE!

 Analog Efex Pro

 Color Efex Pro

 Silver Efex Pro

 Viveza*

 HDR Efex Pro

 Sharpener Pro

 Dfine*
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Editing Software
 Dfine – Excellent noise reduction tool.

 Viveza - Control Points

 Control point are extremely good at selecting regions and 
colours automatically (e.g. sky behind a tree)

 Allows you to really experiment with photo manipulation 
quickly, thus allowing you to be more creative
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Editing Software
 Advanced editing – Corel Paint Shop Pro X9 ($80)

 Similar to Photoshop Elements, but faster and more 
powerful.

 Supports layers, masks, raster and vector graphics

 Better cloning than Lightroom, but destructive.

 Loaded with effects

 Easy to learn – includes training videos
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Editing Software
 Want to experiment without spending money?

 www.pixlr.com- Pixlr Editor: the free (ad supported) online 
image editor – supports layers and many effects.

 Easy to use, and a good intro to concepts used in Paint Shop 
Pro and Photoshop.

 Limited to JPEGs, PNGs, GIFs – no support for TIFs or RAWs.
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Editing Software
 Not worried about monthly fees?

 Adobe Creative Cloud (Photoshop and Lightroom) (US$10 / 
month)

 Up to US$80 / month for other apps (Premier; Illustrator; 
etc.)
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Specialized Software
 High Dynamic Range (HDR) Software

 Photomatix (US$39 / US$99)

 HUGIN for panorama photo stitching (free)
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Software – what to do with it?
 Converting RAW files to TIFF, to JPEG.

 Cropping down for the best image.

 Correcting exposure issues.

 Straightening a tilted photo.

 Adjusting colour balance.

 Cloning out distractions.

 Adding vignette, sharpening, boosting saturation, boosting 
contrast.
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Software – what to do with it?

The fancy stuff…

 Lightening and darkening selected areas of the 
photo to help guide the eye and reduce 
distractions.

Blurring areas to help guide the eye.

HDR merging to get more dynamic range.

Composites, panoramas, focus stacking,…
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Controlling the Eye

 A. Composition – how the contents are laid out

 B. Aperture and focus – what’s sharp, what’s blurry

 C. Brightness and Exposure – what’s bright or dark

 D. Software – manipulating all of the above as wanted to 
further improve the image
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Two Step Photography

Common Images and Common Problems

Example Images
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Most commonly photographed

People

 Landscapes
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Common Problems - People
 Ignoring the background
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Common Problems - People
 Ignoring the lighting
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Common Problems - People
 Shooting too wide
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Common Problems - People
 Shooting people close and wide

 If you want the whole body, stand back and zoom in.

 If you don’t, go for a tighter shot to show more face detail.
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People Shot Solutions
 Where can you pose the models to avoid harsh shadows or 

spots of sunlight on the face, and keep a simple background?

 Seek the shade. Unless the sun is low, keep it off the face. 
Typically if shooting in full sun, put the sun behind the model, 
slightly to one side (off camera).

 Getting further away from the model then zooming in will help 
reduce the amount of background clutter.

 If you can’t fix the background, fix the lighting, then use a 
shallow aperture (low f/stop) to blur the background.
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Common Problems - Landscapes
 Failing to include a foreground to create depth

 Not paying attention to composition

 Underexposure

 Boring lighting

 No drama
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Landscape Solutions
 Try to include foreground objects to create depth

 Strive for balance

 Plan to shoot when the lighting will favour your subject

 Remember your story

 If there’s an action taking place, see if you can 
incorporate it to capture the moment!
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Common Problems – In General
 Blurry shots – camera shake. Watch your shutter speed!
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Common Problems – In General
 Under-exposure due to bright objects, clouds
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Common Problems – In General
 Over-exposure in dark settings
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Common Problems – In General
 Always shooting from your eye height
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Remember…

 You must think while shooting!
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Take the photo while thinking:
 Where are you aiming (background)?

 How is the lighting?

 Where are you standing (close, far)?

 How high should you hold your camera?
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Take the photo while thinking:
 What’s the center of interest of my image?

 If you use rule of thirds, what else in my shot can balance 
against it?

 Are there any distractions I can eliminate?

 How can I simplify the image?

 Can I create depth or drama?

 Is there an action taking place that can support my story?
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Remember…
Don’t just capture. Create!
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Example Images
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4. Guest Images
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Notes on my edits:
 First, a big thanks to everyone who contributed!

 There are lots of ways to edit a photo successfully. Personal 
taste can have a lot of impact.

 This is meant to show the thought process I go through when 
editing, and to demonstrate how to use software to improve 
a shot.

 It’s not that these shots require editing. I’m just showing what 
can be done.
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In Summary

 Always ask, “What’s my story?”

 Apply “rule of thirds, rule of odds”

 Pay attention to the background and lighting

 Simplify the shot, eliminate distractions

 Capture the moment

 Then experiment in software to improve
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Most Importantly…

 Slow down!

 You must think while shooting!
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Most Importantly…

Don’t just capture. Create!
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